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Cultist tft champs

A sneak peek of the new TFT set fates dropped on August 26, 2020. Information was given about some of the new masters coming in the update as well as a look at the game's new mechanics. This information is just a taste of what's to come in the new set but offers enough info to dive in! TFT Set 4 ReleaseDate Rumors say Set 4 is scheduled to be released in patch 10.19 or on
September 16. The galaxies pass ending on the 15th, so this is more than likely accurate. Unfortunately, this update is only coming to PC, and mobile gamers will have to wait until the full release to get their hands on Fates. Fate's New Mechanic Sometimes players will see a selected Champion in their store. These characters are already 2-star level, and they will cost 3 times as
much as their standard 1-star price. Thankfully, these more expensive champions come with extra bonuses and abilities. Selected Hero Bonuses A move (of origin or class) will be Selected and thus counted as two of the moves! Selected Champions also receive +200 HP and a unique state bonus. Unique stat bonus could be one of two options: +500 HP, 35% spell ability, and 50
AD or, a 25% reduced mana cost. Once you buy a Selected Champion, everyone else in the store will disappear. You can only use one selected at a time. TFT Set 4 Champions and Traits List Here is a look at all the currently famous qualities and champions that will be part of the Fate set. We don't have information on all bonuses from each property yet. Assassin Pyke - (2 cost
Cultist / Assassin)Katarina - (3 cost Warlord / Assassin) Brawler Sylas - (2 cost Moonlight / Brawler)We - (2 cost Warlord / Brawler) Cultist The Cultists is the largest as in TFT with 8 masters. Instead of getting buffs through synergy, Cultists use their powers to call the demon lord Galio. Adding Cultists will increase Galio's power when called. (3): Tyrant Galio(6): Demon Lord
Galio(9): Supreme Overlord Galio Each new level of Galio greatly increases his stats and gives him new abilities. Supreme Overlord Galio is an ABSOLUTE unit with over 7000 health and 600 e.Kr. Here's a look at the currently famous Cultist masters: Elise - (1 cost Cultist/Specimen)Twisted Fate - (1 cost Cultist/Mage)Evelynn - (3 cost Cultist/Shade)Kalista - (3 cost
Cultist/Duelist)Aatrox - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Kalista - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Ka list - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Kalista - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist
Kalista - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Kalista - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzle / / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Kalista - (4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Dazzler Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler) Duelist Kalista 3 cost Cultist/Duelist)Xin Zhao - (3
cost Warlord /Duelist) Copy Elise - (1 cost Cultist/Exemplar)Jarvan - (2 cost Warlord/Exemplar)Kennen - (3 cost Ninja/Copy) Mage Twisted Fate - (1 cost Cultist/Mage) Moonlight Moonlight is a 3-piece draw, but all masters are either 1 or 2 costs. What this means is that players can activate this move very early in the game. Once activated, this move will upgrade the lowest level
device on your team by a star! This move can also be used to access 3-star masters as quickly as possible. The wildest part about this new feature is that it makes 4-star masters champions If a player has all the 3-star masters and activates Moonlight, the champion with the most items will be upgraded to 4-star. Here's a look at the currently famous Moonlight master: Diana - (1
cost Moonlight / Assassin)Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight / Dazzler)Sylas - (2 cost Moonlight / Brawler) Ninja Kennen - (3 cost Ninja / Copy) Phantasm Thresh - (2 cost Phantasm / Vanguard) Shade Evelynn - (( 3 cost Cultist /Shade) Sharpshooter Nidalee - (1 cost Warlord /Sharpshooter) Vanguard Garen - (1 cost Warlord /Vanguard)Thresh - (2 cost Phantasm / Vanguard)Aatrox -
(4 cost Cultist / Vanguard) Warlord Warlords get health and spell points for each battle they win. This buff also counts battles that are won before the synergy is active. Warlord Synergy Levels - (3) 150 HP &amp; 10 SP, (6) 400 HP &amp; 25 SP, (9) 600 HP &amp; 50 SP Each victorious battle adds HP &amp; SP and stacks up to 5 times (3) 30 HP &amp; 3 SP (6) 40 HP &amp; 5
SP(9) 80 HP &amp; 10 SP Here's a look at the currently known Warlord Masters: Nidalee - (1 cost Warlord/Sharpshooter)Garen - (1 cost Warlord/Vanguard)Jarvan - (2 cost Warlord/Specimen)We - (2 cost Warlord/Brawler)Katarina - (3 cost Warlord/Assassin)Xin Zhao - (3 cost Warlord/Duelist) Follow us on Twitter and Facebook to get updates on your favorite games! Check the
latest information for Set 4: Fates! TFT 10.25 patch data has been applied. It's time! Time to say goodbye to galaxies and hello to the next set: Fates. So let's take some time to introduce some of the masters and qualities you will see in Fates, as well as our new mechanic. Fates Mechanic - Selected: In Fate, one of the most important ways you will be able to claim victory over
your opponent is by choosing the right Chosen Champion for your team. Here's how you can expect it to work. Sometimes, in your shop, you will be offered a chosen master. These masters are already at the 2-star level, so they cost three times their normal 1-star price and come with a little extra force: One of their characteristics (origin or class) is Selected and counts as 2 of the
moves! They also get +200 HP and a unique stat bonus—either 500 HP, 35% spell power, 50 AD, or 25% reduced mana cost. (Tunings subject to change) For example, if you look at the image above, you might see Garen in your store as a Selected. This particular Garen is a Vanguard Selected (Selected can select either move). If you buy this Garen, he will immediately be a 2
star, came with 700 extra health, and counts as two Vanguards, giving him vanguard bonus by himself, and making it easier to beat 4 Vanguard! When you buy a selected master, other selected masters will no longer appear in your store. You can only have one at a time! If you sell your chosen champ, they can start appearing again in your store. You'll be left with some tough
decisions: Do you buy an early pick to lock in one direction, or do you stay flexible for a late game pivot? you charge for a 4 or 5 cost Selected who makes great use of bonus statistics, or you take a 2 or 3 cost with a more support moves? Here's your real challenge. You will not be able to force a selected champion every match. Getting a specific champion is hard enough, but
getting that champion with the right chosen moves will be almost impossible. Instead, you need to carefully weigh your options and figure out the best way to build your team with what you have. Now, let's look at some new team compositions. Warlord When you first try the new set, Warlord Synergy is a great place to start. Warlords are all about conquering your opponents in
battle and powering up every time you do. When you activate the Warlord synergy, your Warlords will get some health and spell power for every battle they win and victorious battles they've already been in (even if you didn't have the synergy active at the time). This bonus increases up to a cap of 5. This means the longer you use the masters, the more powerful they become.
Let's take a look: Warlords have additional(3) 150 HP &amp; 10 SP(6) 400 HP &amp; 25 SP(9) 600 HP &amp; 50 SP Every victorious battle they take part in provides additional HP &amp; SP, stacking up to 5 times. (3) 30 HP &amp; 3 SP(6) 40 HP &amp; 5 SP(9) 80 HP &amp; 10 SP Example Level 7 Composition - 6 Warlord 2 Assassin 2 Keeper 1 Ninja Nidalee - (1 cost Warlord
Sharpshooter)Garen - (11 cost Warlord Vanguard)Jarvan - (2 cost Warlord Keeper)Pyke - (2 cost Cultist Assassin)Katarina - (3 cost Warlord Assassin) (Warlord Chosen)Kennen - (3 cost Ninja Keeper)Xin Zhao - (3 cost Warlord Duelist) With this composition , you use Catherine as your primary carry-an explosive backline Assassin. Give her the two Assassin bonuses allowing her
spell to crit(!), and the bonus spell power from Warlord makes it so much more powerful. The CC from Pyke and Kennen, the warlords' strong front line, and the Guardian's shields keep Catherine alive long enough to throw her ult for tons of injuries! Moonlight Moonlight is one of the more unique features of fates set, offering something new we think you will really be excited about.
Moonlight is a 3-piece haul, and all masters are either 1-cost or 2-costs. This means that you can activate this move very early in the game! When you do, drag will upgrade the lowest star level unit with a star level! (And in the event of a tie, the champion with the most items gets star-up.) This means that if you have a 2 star Diana, a 2 star Lissandra, and a 1-star Sylas, then the
beginning of combat Sylas becomes a 2-star! You can use this property to access 3-star masters really early. Here's where it gets interesting. What if you have 3 Moonlight masters and they are all 3 star? If you said I should get a 4-star champion, you're absolutely correct. It's possible to reach new levels with moonlight moves, and we'll see TFT's first 4-Star champion. These are
very powerful masters who make for really cool bear opportunities. They're not as strong as 4-cost 3-stars, but they pack Punch! Example Level 6 Composition - 3 3 3 Warlord 2 Assassin 2 Brawler 2 Dazzler Diana - (1 cost Moonlight Assassin)Lissandra - (1 cost Moonlight Dazzler) (Dazzler Chosen)Garen - (1 cost Warlord Vanguard)Sylas - (2 cost Moonlight Brawler)We - (2 cost
Warlord Brawler)Katarina - (3 cost Warlord Assassin) With Moonlight, You can choose to either beat your 2 stars and move on, or you can slow-roll and chase that 4 star dream comp. This version does just that, and uses Diana as a bear with Gunblade and 2 Assassin as well, so that her spell can do as much damage as possible. Lissandra provides strong backup of the Morello-
ing front line and reduce all healing coming in This will allow you to attack enemy backand front lines simultaneously. Cultist Cultist is another of our great origins in Fates, with more masters than any other feature of 8 Cultist masters! Interestingly, this move does not offer any power to the Cultist champions themselves. Instead, Cultists use their powers to call the Demon Lord
Galio into the team! The more Cultists on the board, the more powerful Galio will be. (3): Tyrant Galio(6): Demon Lord Galio(9): Supreme Overlord Galio Each level gives Galio a ton of statistics and increased abilities. Supreme Overlord Galio is an absolute monster with more than 7000 health and 600 E.Kr! But even Tyrant Galio offers a solid 1800 HP frontliner with a large AOE
stun that can be the difference between winning and losing your next fight. Example Level 7 Composition - 6 Cultist 2 Duelist 2 Vanguard Elise - (1 cost Cultist Keeper)Twisted Fate - (1 cost Cultist Mage)Pyke - (2 cost Cultist Assassin)Thresh - (2 cost Twilight Vanguard)Evelynn - (3 cost Cultist Shade)Kalista - (3 cost Cultist Duelist) (Duelist Vald)Aatrox - (4 cost Cultist Vanguard)
This composition uses Kalista as the primary bear if you manage to get Duelist activated. It will give her a lot of power, especially with Guinsoo's Rageblade and Statikk Shiv. It also uses Aatrox to collect everyone so that when Galio arrives you get the most value out of his massive slam attack. This is a pretty good all-around comp, especially if you need to tear through a powerful
frontline tank. That's all for now this is just a taste of what awaits TFT: Fates. Hopefully you are excited to see what other types of unique features and masters will be in the next set; expect to be able to try them when they hit PBE soon! Soon!
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